Suffolk Sheep Society
(South of Ireland Branch)

Annual National Championships and Sale
at BLESSINGTON MART on SATURDAY 1st July 2017

Annakisha Rio, 2016 Champion

JUDGING at 10.00am
SALE at 3.00 PM
(All sheep must be penned by 8.30am)
Volac’s complete range of lambing products will help you rear strong, healthy lambs
JUDGE: Mr. PJ Howard

INSPECTORS: Eamonn Cahill, VS
STEWARDS: Marie Ennett, Declan Mangan, Jim Jeffery

ORDER OF SELLING
Females sold first
All ram lambs will be offered for sale in catalogue order
Champion and Reserve Champion Ram in catalogue order

IMPORTANT
It is the seller’s responsibility to bring his sheep to and from the Sales Ring.
If a Breeder misses his turn, he goes back to the end of the Sale.

All SHEEP must remain in their ALLOCATED PENS throughout the sale.

VENDORS – PLEASE NOTE
Vendors must have all their sheep tagged according to Department of Agriculture rules and must provide a personalised individual triplicate form for each lot offered for sale (Dispatch document).
All ram lambs offered for sale must be Brucella Ovis teste within 21 days of sale.

Further information on forthcoming sales, flock registration may be had from
Secretary: Anne Mitchell Cross Menlough Ballinasloe
090 9684759: 086 2428554:
annemitchell@eircom.net
Website www.suffolksheep.org
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

All sheep entered for Show & Sale must be the produce of registered flocks, the property of a member of the Suffolk Sheep Society. Flock numbers, individual earmarks & numbers of any sires mentioned must be stated on the Entry Form.

Breeders have the option to shear-out their lambs.

Any sheep having artificially blackened heads, coloured fleeces or bearing tar or pitch will be disqualified. **It is possible that forensic tests could be carried out on hair samples from one sheep from every pen.**

If it is found that any form of artificial colouring has been used on any animal tested then the vendor will be instructed to remove his entire consignment from the sale yard.

Exhibitors are permitted to substitute one Ram Lamb provided full details have been lodged with the Secretary before 12 noon on **Wednesday 28th June 2017**. No substitute will be accepted or permitted after that time.

All sheep must be numbered distinctly with branding irons on the day prior to sale.

All Substitute sheep to be marked with a red spot and the breeding to be placed on the pen on special substitution cards available from the Secretary.

All sheep to be inspected by Inspectors appointed by the Society or Branch Committee, they must only approve sheep considered likely to produce lambs worthy of the breed, in particular they will look for clear and correct earmarking, conformation and excessive black wool.

The decision of Inspectors shall be final and binding and they shall be absolved from any responsibility for any action taken as a result of their advice.

**Sheep must be penned by 8.30am on Saturday 1st July 2017. Sheep will not be accepted for the Show or Sale after that time.**

**Inspections commence at 9.00am Saturday 1st July 2017**

**Judging commences at 10.00am Saturday 1st July 2017**

**Sale commences at 3.00pm Saturday 1st July.**

All documentation will be checked before sheep are unloaded.

All ram lambs offered for sale must have been Brucella Ovis tested within 30 days of the Sale.

Entries will not be accepted from members who have not paid the current year’s subscription.

Minimum weight of ram lambs offered for sale 75 kg.

Minimum selling price €400.00.

Ram Lambs unsold at €1000 or over - the owner will be charged €50.00 commission before the animal can be removed from the mart.

Any vendor indebted to the Branch will not be allowed to enter sheep at any Society Sales.

**N.B. Transgressions of any rule of the Society will be punishable by two years suspension from selling at any of the Society or affiliated sales, subject to a hearing at Committee level. The Committee of the South of Ireland Branch of the Suffolk Sheep Society reserves the right to reduce entries if numbers are considered excessive.**

E & OE
1 Without prejudice to the foregoing rules it is hereby expressly declared that
the seller by selling and the buyer by purchasing shall be bound by the rules
notwithstanding the terms of any statutory enactment or custom or trade to the
contrary.
2 The auctioneer is judge of the sale to whom all disputes or differences of any kind
which may arise at or in relation to the auction either between the seller and the
buyer or amongst the bidders themselves shall be referred and his decision shall
be final and binding on all parties.
3 Any dispute as to any matter of the settlement of which no provision was made
in these rules shall be referred to an arbitrator to be appointed failing agreement
between or amongst the parties by the auctioneers and the decision of the
arbitrator so appointed shall be final and binding on all parties to the dispute. Any
arbitrator under this clause shall be subject to the Arbitration Act for the time being
in force.
4 The Highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to rule 7, and if any dispute shall
arise between two or more bidders, the lot in dispute to be put up again and re-
sold or the auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
5 Purchasers to give their names and places of abode and pay a deposit of 20% in
part payment of each lot, or the whole of the purchase money, immediately upon
the fall of the hammer if required.
6 All lots to be cleared away at the buyer’s expense at the close of sale, to be risk
of the purchaser from the time the lot is sold: and to be taken with all faults and
errors of description.
7 Purchasers at this sale, not complying with the above conditions, will be subject,
without further notice, to have their lots re-sold, either by public auction or by
private contract: the deposit money will be forfeited, and any deficiency, with all
expenses attending such re-sale, to be made good by the defaulters on demand.
8 Rams and ewes to be sold in euros plus 5% commission. No rams or ram lambs
to be sold at less than €400. No bid under €10.
9 Any sheep having artificially blackened heads or coloured fleeces will be
 disqualified.
10 Any sheep found to have a positive blood test for prohibitive substances will be
disqualified and dealt with by the disciplinary committee.
11 All sheep will be sold in order in which they appear in Catalogue.
12 A red dot must be clearly marked on the shoulder of all substitute sheep.
13 All lots are “on the market” from the 1st bid. When the auctioneer’s
hammer falls, the vendor may refuse or accept the final bid. A vendor
must say “yes” or “no” to the final bid before he/she leaves the ring or he/
she does not respond on the fall of the hammer this will be regarded as a
 “Yes” and that animal will be taken as sold. No change from this will be
entertained.
14 1% levy will be charged to all vendors by the Suffolk Sheep Society ion all
lots/sheep sold at this sale. Blessington Mart will make this deduction on
the day.

E&OE
## INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consigner</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Lots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Bailey</td>
<td>Lismurtagh</td>
<td>18, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podge &amp; Jack Bolger</td>
<td>Coolamains</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamus Browne</td>
<td>Errigal</td>
<td>9, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommy Cavanagh</td>
<td>Glenagh</td>
<td>10, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John A Doherty</td>
<td>Malinhead</td>
<td>19, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eamonn Duffy</td>
<td>Kells</td>
<td>11, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Kenny</td>
<td>Hillswood</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerry Killilea</td>
<td>Carragh</td>
<td>23, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexie &amp; Alan Kilpatrick</td>
<td>Convoy</td>
<td>6, 7, 14, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Lynch</td>
<td>Glyde</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P J McMonagle</td>
<td>Aughnakeeragh</td>
<td>22, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur O’Keeffe</td>
<td>Annakisha</td>
<td>17, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick O’Keeffe</td>
<td>Blackwater</td>
<td>8, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Susan O’Keeffe</td>
<td>Clyda</td>
<td>3, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Quinlan</td>
<td>Monefelim</td>
<td>20, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Watchorn</td>
<td>Beechbrook</td>
<td>4, 5, 16, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Wilson</td>
<td>Castleisle</td>
<td>24, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs Wm J &amp; R Wilson</td>
<td>Shannagh</td>
<td>21, 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shearling Ewes

**Thomas Kenny**  
Hillswood, Kilconnell, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code SPJ Hillswood

1. **SPJ:16:62973**  
   Sire: MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)  
   Dam: DDX:12:039 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)  
   G.Dam: DDX:J36 by TRIPLEHILL ICON (91865)  
   Born: 1/3/2016

2. **SPJ:16:62976**  
   Sire: MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)  
   Dam: DDX:12:039 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)  
   G.Dam: DDX:J36 by TRIPLEHILL ICON (91865)  
   Born: 1/6/2016
Ewe Lambs

Miss Susan O’Keeffe
Baile na bPaorach, Annakisha, Mallow, Co Cork, Eire
Reg. Flock Code BYD Clyda

3 BYD:17:02238 Single Born: 29/12/2016
Sire: CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam: BYD:13:063F by ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Genotype ARR/ARR

Colin Watchorn
Beechbrook Lodge, Prospect, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code PXL Beechbrook

4 PXL:17:00289 Twin Born: 30/12/2016
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam: PXL:13:001 by MALINHEAD MIGHTY (96564)
G.Dam: PKY:11:014 by STRATHISLA SPEED (92717)

5 PXL:17:00296 Triplet Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam: HJW:11:011 by CAIRNESS NEW APPROACH (93355)
G.Dam: HJW:L66 by RHAEADR ROSSI (91772)

Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick
2 Beechwod Park, Convoy, Co.Donegal, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code PWW

6 PWW:17:00074 Single Born: 14/12/2016
Sire: BIRNESS BRAVADO (97719)
Dam: PWW:15:00014 by ARDLEA ARBENNIG (96027)
G.Dam: JFF:12:176 by CAIRNESS CYCLONE (94939)

7 PWW:17:00061 Embryo Born: 12/12/2016
Sire: LAKEVIEW LUMBERJACK (99381)
Dam: JFF:14:01183 by SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
G.Dam: JFF:11:009 by GARRYHINCH EMPIRE (94148)
First Ballot Ram Lambs

Patrick O’Keeffe
Annakisha House, Mallow, Co Cork, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code NBK Blackwater

8

**NBK:17:05615** Single Born: 3/1/2017
Sire: CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam: DKC:12:009 by CLYDA WISHMASTER (95321)
G. Dam: DKC:L8 by HILLEND KEANO (91335)
*Genotype ARR/ARR*

Seamus Browne
Park House, Listillion, Letterkenny, Co Donegal, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code PBH Errigal

9

**PBH:17:01099** Single Born: 31/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: PBH:15:00978 by CAIRNTON THE CRACKER (96294)
G. Dam: PBH:12:001 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
*Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock*

Tommy Cavanagh
Glack, Carndonagh, Co Donegal, Eire
Reg. Flock Code KFR Glenagh

10

**KFR:17:12332** Single Born: 4/1/2017
Sire: CLOONTAGH CHIEFTAIN (98520)
Dam: KFR:13:023 by FORKINS FRANKEL (95996)
G. Dam: KFR:N33 by OAKBRIDGE KAUTO STAR (92675)
*Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock*

Eamonn Duffy
Ethelstown, Kells, Co Meath, Eire
Reg. Flock Code C46 Kells

11

**C46:17:02484** Twin Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE WILL GRIGGS ON FIRE (99083)
Dam: KPC:15:00526 by MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)
G. Dam: KPC:12:012 by LIMESTONE TO-TAL (94831)
*Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock*
Miss Susan O’Keeffe  
Baile na bPaorach, Annakisha, Mallow, Co Cork, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code BYD Clyda  

12 BYD:17:02209 Twin Born: 3/1/2017  
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)  
Dam: BYD:11:082 by CLYDA WISHMASTER (95321)  
G.Dam: BYD:L42 by CASTLEWELLAN SPORTSMAN (93827)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*  

Podge & Jack Bolger  
Springfield Farm, Oylegate, Enniscorthy, Co Wexford, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code SJK Coolamains  

13 SJK:17:00342 Twin Born: 2/2/2017  
Sire: LIMESTONE WILL GRIGGS ON FIRE (99083)  
Dam: HYW:15:02486 by CAIRNESS HAMLET (96195)  
G.Dam: HYW:13:105 by CAIRNESS BARCELONA (95568)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*  

Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick  
2 Beechwod Park, Convoy, Co Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code PWW Convoy  

14 PWW:17:00057 Embryo Born: 11/12/2016  
Sire: SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)  
Dam: PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)  
G.Dam: T86:11:037 by FORKINS FERRARI II (95118)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*  

Philip Lynch  
Sea Bank, Castlebellingham, Co Louth, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code CZK Glyde  

15 CZK:17:00859 Twin Born: 4/1/2017  
Sire: BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)  
Dam: CZK:11:012 by LAKEVIEW BEACON (94726)  
G.Dam: CZK:H1 by CASTLEWELLAN JUPITER (91081)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*  

Colin Watchorn  
Beechbrook Lodge, Prospect, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code PXL Beechbrook  

16 PXL:17:00288 Twin Born: 30/12/2016  
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)  
Dam: PXL:13:001 by MALINHEAD MIGHTY (96564)  
G.Dam: PKY:11:014 by STRATHISLA SPEED (92717)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*
**Arthur O’Keeffe**  
Annakisha House, Killavullen, Mallow, Co Cork, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code R15 Annakisha

17  
**R15:17:05584 Embryo**  
Born: 23/12/2016  
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)  
Dam: R15:12:101 by SOLWAYBANK SUPER SENSATION (94885)  
G.Dam: R15:J24 by KINGS HIGH AND MIGHTY (89280)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*

**Kenneth Bailey**  
Lismurtagh, Tulsk, Castlerea, Co Roscommon, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code HDC Lismurtagh

18  
**HDC:17:00911 Twin**  
Born: 26/12/2016  
Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)  
Dam: PNC:13:001 by CAIRNESS ACHIEVEMENT (94170)  
G.Dam: PNC:11:001 by BAILEYS GOLDEN WONDER (ET) (90570)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*

**John A Doherty**  
Westown, Malin Head PO, Co Donegal, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code CFN Malinhead

19  
**CFN:17:02619 Single**  
Born: 30/12/2016  
Sire: STOCKTON ALMIGHTY (83500)  
Dam: CFN:14:02208 by LAKEVIEW SCOLARI (93710)  
G.Dam: CFN:K77 by LAKEVIEW BART (92850)  
*Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock*

**David Quinlan**  
Castlekelly, Gowran, Co Kilkenny, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code UHZ Monefelim

20  
**UHZ:17:01327 Twin**  
Born: 28/12/2016  
Sire: BIRNESS COULTER (99233)  
Dam: NBK:15:04743 by CAIRNESS ANOTHER OSCAR (97588)  
G.Dam: DKC:12:003 by CASTLEWELLAN SPORTSMAN (93827)  
*Genotype ARR/ARR*

**Messrs Wm J & R Wilson**  
Shannagh, Raphoe, Lifford, Co Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code 78A Shannagh

21  
**78A:17:06017 Embryo**  
Born: 1/1/2017  
Sire: SHANNAGH RESOLVE (95757)  
Dam: DDX:12:074 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)  
G.Dam: DDX:H9 by CASTLEWELLAN NUTCRACKER (89739)  
*Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock*
P J McMonagle  
Aughnakeeragh, Raphoe, Lifford, Co Donegal, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code CFP Aughnakeeragh

22 CFP:17:02205 Twin Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: BIRNESS BACARDI (96316)  
Dam: CFP:14:02114 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)  
G.Dam: CFP:11:003 by CLOONTAGH POWER PACKER (94251)  
Genotype ARR/ARR

Gerry Killilea  
Cregcarragh, Claregalway, Co Galway, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code HOL Carragh

23 HOL:17:03134 Twin Born: 22/12/2016
Sire: LAKEVIEW HARBINGER (98377)  
Dam: HOL:11:028 by MUIRESK ZIDANE (86281)  
G.Dam: HOL:K92 by MEIKLESON IMPRESSION (91694)  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock

Andrew Wilson  
Shannagh, Raphoe, Co Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code DDX Castleisle

24 DDX:17:00978 Single Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: BIRNESS MURRAY (97799)  
Dam: DDX:14:00881 by CAIRNESS DIAMOND JUBILEE (96385)  
G.Dam: 78A:12:023 by LIMESTONE TO-TAL (94831)  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock
Ram Lambs Second Ballot

Patrick O’Keeffe
Annakisha House, Mallow, Co Cork, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code NBK Blackwater

25 NBK:17:05620 Twin Born: 4/1/2017
Sire: CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam: NBK:12:104 by CAIRNESS WILD FIRE (93422)
G.Dam: NBK:L124 by WHitestone WARRIOR (92628)
Genotype ARR/ARR

Seamus Browne
Park House, Listillion, Letterkenny, Co Donegal, EIRE
Reg. Flock Code PBH Errigal

26 PBH:17:01102 Twin Born: 29/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: PBH:14:00968 by CAIRNTON THE CRACKER (96294)
G.Dam: PBH:12:012 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock

Tommy Cavanagh
Glack, Carndonagh, Co Donegal, Eire
Reg. Flock Code KFR Glenagh

27 KFR:17:12325 Twin Born: 3/1/2017
Sire: GULLADUFF MCGREGOR (99345)
Dam: KFR:13:109 by ANNAKISHA ASCOT (95997)
G.Dam: KFR:F39 by DOWDSTOWN DEFENDER (90039)
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock

Eamonn Duffy
Ethelstown, Kells, Co Meath, Eire
Reg. Flock Code C46 Kells

28 C46:17:02527 Triplet Born: 6/1/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE TOM (98773)
Dam: C46:12:100 by ERRIGAL DUNDEE (95024)
G.Dam: C46:N109 by CROSEMANOR MR MUSCLE (91742)
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock
Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick  
2 Beechwood Park, Convoy, Co.Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code PWW Convoy

29 PWW:17:00071 Embryo Born: 14/12/2016
Sire: SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)  
Dam: PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)  
G.Dam: T86:11:037 by FORKINS FERRARI II (95118)  
Genotype ARR/ARR  

Colin Watchorn  
Beechbrook Lodge, Prospect, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code PXL Beechbrook

30 PXL:17:00306 Twin Born: 3/1/2017
Sire: BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)  
Dam: PXL:15:00220 by LAKEVIEW COLONEL (97723)  
G.Dam: 78A:12:060 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)  
Genotype ARR/ARR  

Arthur O’Keeffe  
Annakisha House, Killavullen, Mallow, Co Cork, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code R15 Annakisha

31 R15:17:05585 Embryo Born: 23/12/2016  
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)  
Dam: R15:12:101 by SOLWAYBANK SUPER SENSATION (94885)  
G.Dam: R15:J24 by KINGS HIGH AND MIGHTY (89280)  
Genotype ARR/ARR  

Kenneth Bailey  
Lismurtagh, Tulsk, Castlerea, Co Roscommon, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code HDC Lismurtagh

Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)  
Dam: HJW:N32 by BAILEYS BACCHUS (94124)  
G.Dam: DDY:C51 by GLENISLA SYDNEY (86123)  
Genotype ARR/ARR  

John A Doherty  
Westown, Malin Head PO, Co Donegal, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code CFN Malinhead

33 CFN:17:02633 Twin Born: 2/1/2017  
Sire: MALINHEAD THE SPECIAL ONE (96881)  
Dam: CFN:12:092 by MOATFARRELL MARCIANO (95838)  
G.Dam: CFN:F12 by MURBRO JUPITER (88953)  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock
David Quinlan  
Castlekeelly, Gowran, Co Kilkenny, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code UHZ Monefelim

34 UHZ:17:01329  Single  Born:  3/1/2017  
Sire:  SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)  
Dam:  DDX:15:00941 by BIRNESS MURRAY (97799)  
G.Dam:  78A:L25 by STRATHISLA DYLANTHOMAS (92528)  
Genotype ARR/ARR

Messrs Wm J & R Wilson  
Shannagh, Raphoe, Lifford, Co Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code 78A Shannagh

35 78A:17:06009  Embryo  Born:  1/1/2017  
Sire:  FORKINS FERRARI II (95118)  
Dam:  78A:12:023 by LIMESTONE TO-TAL (94831)  
G.Dam:  HYW:J55 by CRAGROE CRAFTSMAN (90701)  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock

P J McMonagle  
Aughnakeeragh, Raphoe, Lifford, Co Donegal, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code CFP Aughnakeeragh

36 CFP:17:02203  Single  Born:  1/1/2017  
Sire:  TEESHAN COMRADE (98816)  
Dam:  CFP:15:02131 by CAIRNESS JUST THE BEST (92622)  
G.Dam:  CFP:K17 by LANGSIDE LOOKS THE PART (90843)  
Genotype ARR/ARR

Gerry Killilea  
Cregcarragh, Claregalway, Co Galway, Eire  
Reg. Flock Code HOL Carragh

37 HOL:17:03133  Embryo  Born:  21/12/2016  
Sire:  CAIRNESS CASTELLO (94401)  
Dam:  HOL:14:02439 by SOLWAYBANK RAZZLE DAZZLE (95986)  
G.Dam:  JOD:J34 by GLENISLA GRIMALDI (85213)  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock

Andrew Wilson  
Shannagh, Raphoe, Co Donegal, EIRE  
Reg. Flock Code DDX Castleisle

38 DDX:17:00969  Twin  Born:  2/1/2017  
Sire:  BIRNESS MURRAY  
Dam:  33H:12:125 by STRATISLA DILLON THOMAS  
Fully Scrapie Monitored Flock
IFA secured New €25m sheep scheme, worth €10 per ewe.

Other key campaigns include:

- Lamb prices
- Farm Schemes
- Promotions
- TAMs for fencing
- GLAS
- ANC’s
- Charter of Rights
- Eligible land
- Knowledge Transfer
- Commonages and Hills
- Climate Change
- Retail Regulation
- Farm Assist
- Taxation
- Quality Assurance

www.ifa.ie
Conditions of Entry

SOUTH OF IRELAND BRANCH SUFFOLK SHEEP SOCIETY
ALL IRELAND NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017
BLESINGTON MART
SATURDAY 1ST JULY 2017

1. All exhibitors must be paid up members of the Suffolk Sheep Society and the South of Ireland Branch.
2. All sheep exhibited must be the bone fida property of the exhibitor.
3. All lambs exhibited must be bred by the exhibitor.
4. All shearlings and upwards must be shorn out in 2017.
5. All two shear ewes and upwards must have reared lambs in 2017.
6. All sheep must be tagged according to Dept. of Agriculture rules and a personalised individual triplicate dispatch docket must accompany each lot.
7. No bare clipped lambs to be exhibited.
8. All females and ram lambs entered for sale must be exhibited at NSC. Max. of 2 per Breeder.
9. Please check with head office that your females are registered and males are birth notified; otherwise they cannot be catalogued.
NSC 2017

Supreme Champion

Reserve Champion

Female Champion

Reserve Female Champion

Male Champion

Reserve Male Champion
Class 1
Shearling Ram & Upwards

Sean O’Connor

1 NRF:15:395F

Arthur & Susan O’Keeffe

2 BYD:16: 01736
Sire: Red Brea Rainbow
Dam: 1W:13070 by Melkleson Square

Patrick O’Keeffe

3 NBK: 16: 02420
Sire: Cloontagh Chieftain
Dam: 72H: 14 02655 by Rhaeadr Madman

Wm J &R Wilson

4 78A 06080D
Sire: Shannagh Residue

Class 2
Aged Ewe & upwards

Kenneth Bailey

1 HDC:15:00633 Twin Born: 01/01/2015
Sire: CAIRNESS BOLT (96213)
Dam: PNC:13:001 by CAIRNESS ACHIEVEMENT (94170)

Philip Lynch

2 CZK:15:00808 Triplet Born: 01/01/2015
Sire: GLYDE CRACKER (98181)
Dam: CZK:N23 by CONVETH MASTER PIECE (93562)

Sean O’Connor

3 NRK:13:2600306
Miss Susan O’Keeffe

4  BYD:14:1768  Triplet  Born: 02/01/2014
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Dam: BYD:L30 by CASTLEWELLAN SPORTSMAN (93827)

5  BYD:13:031F  Twin  Born: 02/01/2013
Sire: ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
Dam: BYD:11:114 by SOLWAYBANK SUPER SENSATION (94885)

P J McMonagle

6  CFP:13:039  Single  Born: 20/02/2013
Sire: BENRAFTON 500 (96408)
Dam: CFP:N24 by CAIRNESS NEW APPROACH (93355)

Class 3
Shearling Ewe

Kenneth Bailey

1  33H:16:02355  Quad  Born: 26/12/2015
Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)
Dam: LHH:11:015 by CAIRNESS SEE THE STARS (94046)

Podge & Jack Bolger

2  SJK:16:00295  Single  Born: 11/01/2016
Sire: CLYDA MAESTRO (97589)
Dam: HYW:13:075 by CAIRNESS BARCELONA (95568)

Seamus Browne

3  PBH:16:01050  Embryo  Born: 30/12/2015
Sire: RHAEADR RHONN (98322)
Dam: PBH:14:00930 by CAIRNTON THE CRACKER (96294)

Thomas Kenny

4  SPJ:16:62973  Embryo  Born: 03/01/2016
Sire: MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)
Dam: DDX:12:039 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)

5  SPJ:16:62976  Embryo  Born: 06/01/2016
Sire: MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)
Dam: DDX:12:039 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick

6 PWW:16:00029 Embryo Born: 07/01/2016
Sire: BALLYNACANON COMMANDER (97096)
Dam: PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)

7 PWW:16:00032 Embryo Born: 07/01/2016
Sire: ARDLEA ARBENNIG (96027)
Dam: T86:11:037 by FORKINS FERRARI II (95118)

Philip Lynch

8 CZK:16:00838 Twin Born: 03/01/2016
Sire: BALLYNACANON COMMANDER (97096)
Dam: CZK:11:019 by LAKEVIEW BEACON (94726)

Sean O’Connor

9 NRK:16:00418
Sire: Lakeview the Boss
DAM: NRK:12:029

Arthur O’Keeffe

10 R15:15165310
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC
Dam: R15:12:101

11 R15:1565309
Sire: CAIRENNESS CASPER
Dam: R15:12:036

Matthew Pearse

12 FVZ:16:00932 Single Born: 01/01/2016
Sire: PRIORVIEW JONES (98894)
Dam: FVZ:13:025 by ORANMORE BUSTER (96588)

Richard Thompson

13 KKW:16:00743 Embryo Born: 1/13/2016
Sire: MOUNTFORD MUSTANG (97778)
Dam: KKW:13:043 by BIRNESS BACARDI (96316)
Colin Watchorn

14 PXL:16:00244 Twin Born: 12/30/2016
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam: PNS:11:016

Class 4
Novice Ram Lam

Kenneth Bailey

1 HDC:17:00914 Single Born: 27/12/2016
Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)
Dam: HJW:N32 by BAILEYS BACCHUS (94124)

Tommy Cavanagh

2 KFR:17:12332 Single Born: 04/01/2017
Sire: CLOONTAGH CHIEFTAIN (98520)
Dam: KFR:13:023 by FORKINS FRANKEL (95996)

Michael Clarke

3 LWW:17:00214 Twin Born: 13/01/2017
Sire: BALLYHINE MICK (99494)
Dam: LWW:13:009 by BAWNOGUE TURBO (95265)

Eamonn Duffy

4 C46:17:02484 Twin Born: 01/01/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE WILL GRIGGS ON FIRE (99083)
Dam: KPC:15:00526 by MUIRTON ONE DIRECTION (97674)

John Gately

5 UPZ:17:00171 Twin Born: 04/01/2017
Sire: CAVANAGROVE RIO (99234)
Dam: R15:15:04778 by CLYDA ANOTHER CHAMPION (97530)

6 UPZ:17:00173 Single Born: 10/01/2017
Sire: BIRNESS MURRAY (97799)
Dam: 78A:15:04820 by ERRIGAL BALLIVOR (97779)
Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick

7 PWW:17:00057 Embryo Born: 11/12/2016
Sire: SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
Dam: PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)

8 PWW:17:00071 Embryo Born: 14/12/2016
Sire: SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
Dam: PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)

P J McMonagle

9 CFP:17:02205 Twin Born: 01/01/2017
Sire: BIRNESS BACARDI (96316)
Dam: CFP:14:02114 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)

David Quinlan

10 UHZ:17:01327 Twin Born: 28/12/2016
Sire: BIRNESS COULTER (99233)
Dam: NBK:15:04743 by CAIRNESS ANOTHER OSCAR (97588)

11 UHZ:17:01329 Single Born: 03/01/2017
Sire: SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
Dam: DDX:15:00941 by BIRNESS MURRAY (97799)

Colin Watchorn

12 PXL:17:00306 Twin Born: 1/3/2017
Sire: BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)
Dam: PXL:15:00220 by LAKEVIEW COLONEL (97723)

Class 5
Ram lamb sired by Irish Bred Ram

Seamus Browne

1 PBH:17:01099 Single Born: 31/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: PBH:15:00978 by CAIRNTON THE CRACKER (96294)

Tommy Cavanagh

2 KFR:17:12325 Twin Born: 3/1/2017
Sire: GULLADUFF MCGREGOR (99345)
Dam: KFR:13:109 by ANNAKISHA ASCOT (95997)
Michael Clarke

3 LWW:17:00214 Twin Born: 13/01/2017
Sire: BALLYHINE MICK (99494)
Dam: LWW:13:009 by BAWNOGUE TURBO (95265)
John A Doherty

4 CFN:17:02633 Twin Born: 02/01/2017
Sire: MALINHEAD THE SPECIAL ONE (96881)
Dam: CFN:12:092 by MOATFARRELL MARCIANO (95838)

Patrick O’Keeffe

5 NBK:17:05615 Single Born: 03/01/2017
Sire: CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam: DKC:12:009 by CLYDA WISHMASTER (95321)

6 NBK:17:05620 Twin Born: 04/01/2017
Sire: CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam: NBK:12:104 by CAIRNESS WILD FIRE (93422)

Sean & Valerie Tiffin

7 NZA:17:00315 Triplet Born: 20/12/2016
Sire: BARROWLANDS BERTIE (98397)
Dam: PNS:12:032 by CAIRNESS CUSTOM MADE (95894)

8 NZA:17:00320 Twin Born: 22/12/2016
Sire: BARROWLANDS BERTIE (98397)
Dam: NZA:14:00268 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)

Colin Watchorn

9 PXL:17:00288 Twin Born: 30/12/2016
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam: PXL:13:001 by MALINHEAD MIGHTY (96564)

Messrs Wm J & R Wilson

10 78A:17:06017 Embryo Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: SHANNAGH RESOLVE (95757)
Dam: DDX:12:074 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
Class 6
Open Ram Lamb

Kenneth Bailey
1 HDC:17:00911 Twin Born: 26/12/2016
Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)
Dam: PNC:13:001 by CAIRNESS ACHIEVEMENT (94170)

Podge & Jack Bolger
2 SJK:17:00342 Twin Born: 1/2/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE WILL GRIGGS ON FIRE (99083)
Dam: HYW:15:02486 by CAIRNESS HAMLET (96195)

Seamus Browne
3 PBH:17:01102 Twin Born: 29/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: PBH:14:00968 by CAIRNTON THE CRACKER (96294)

John A Doherty
4 CFN:17:02619 Single Born: 30/12/2016
Sire: STOCKTON ALMIGHTY (83500)
Dam: CFN:14:02208 by LAKEVIEW SCOLARI (93710)
5 CFN:17:02633 Twin Born: 1/2/2017
Sire: MALINHEAD THE SPECIAL ONE (96881)
Dam: CFN:12:092 by MOATFARRELL MARCIANO (95838)

Eamonn Duffy
6 C46:17:02527 Triplet Born: 6/1/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE TOM (98773)
Dam: C46:12:100 by ERRIGAL DUNDEE (95024)

Gerry Killilea
7 HOL:17:03134 Twin Born: 22/12/2016
Sire: LAKEVIEW HARBINGER (98377)
Dam: HOL:11:028 by MUIRESK ZIDANE (86281)
HOL:17:03133  Embryo  Born: 21/12/2016
Sire:  CAIRNESS CASTELLO (94401)
Dam:  HOL:14:02439 by SOLWAYBANK RAZZLE DAZZLE (95986)

Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick

PWW:17:00057  Embryo  Born: 11/12/2016
Sire:  SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
Dam:  PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)

PWW:17:00071  Embryo  Born: 14/12/2016
Sire:  SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)
Dam:  PWW:13:001 by CAIRNESS SAPPHIRE (96343)

Philip Lynch

CZK:17:00859  Twin  Born: 4/1/2017
Sire:  BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)
Dam:  CZK:11:012 by LAKEVIEW BEACON (94726)

P J McMonagle

CFP:17:02203  Single  Born: 1/1/2017
Sire:  TEESHAN COMRADE (98816)
Dam:  CFP:15:02131 by CAIRNESS JUST THE BEST (92622)

Sean O’Connor

NRK:17:00473  Single  Born: 1/1/2017
Sire:  JFF:14:01215
Dam:  NRK:14:00355

Arthur O’Keeffe

R15:17:05584  Embryo  Born: 23/12/2016
Sire:  ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Dam:  R15:12:101 by SOLWAYBANK SUPER SENSATION (94885)

R15:17:05585  Embryo  Born: 23/12/2016
Sire:  ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Dam:  R15:12:101 by SOLWAYBANK SUPER SENSATION (94885)
Miss Susan O’Keeffe

17 BYD:17:02209 Twin Born: 03/01/2017
Sire: ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Dam: BYD:11:082 by CLYDA WISHMASTER (95321)

Colin Watchorn

18 PXL:17:00305 Twin Born: 3/1/2017
Sire: BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)
Dam: PXL:15:00220 by LAKEVIEW COLONEL (97723)

Messrs Wm J & R Wilson

19 78A:17:06009 Embryo Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: FORKINS FERRARI II (95118)
Dam: 78A:12:023 by LIMESTONE TOTAL (94831)

Andrew Wilson

20 DDX:17:00969 Twin Born: 2/1/2017
Sire: BIRNESS MURRAY
Dam: 33H:12:125 by STRATISLA DILLON THOMAS

21 DDX:17:00978 Single Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: BIRNESS MURRAY (97799)
Dam: DDX:14:00881 by CAIRNESS DIAMOND JUBILEE (96385)

Class 7
Novice Ewe Lamb

Kenneth Bailey

1 HDC:17:00911 Twin Born: 26/12/2016
Sire: BALLYGARVANSTUD FLASHDANCE (97759)
Dam: HDC:15:00633 by CAIRNESS ACHIEVEMENT (94170)

Michael Clarke

2 LWW:17:00211 Single Born: 24/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL CHAMP (98941)
Dam: LWW:15:00173 by SAFADDAN GENERAL (97469)
Sean & Valerie Tiffin

3 NZA:17:00323 Triplet Born: 20/12/2016
Sire: TIFFINS TUNDERBOIS
Dam: PNS:14:00374 by CAIRNESS CUSTOM MADE (95894)

4 NZA:17:00330 Twin Born: 22/12/2016
Sire: BARROWLANDS BERTIE (98397)
Dam: NZA:14:00269 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)

Richard Thompson

5 TDL:17:022081 Single Born: 01/01/2017
Sire: CIONNMHALANNA ONE (98963)
Dam: PWW:14:02018 by ENDOVA SILVA (95791)

Jeffrey & Robert Thornton

6 PWU:17:03876 Single Born: 20/12/2016
Sire: BIRNESS BRAVADO (97719)
Dam: PWU:14:03337 by BLACKWATER HULK (97129)

7 PWU:17:03883 Single Born: 20/12/2016
Sire: BIRNESS BRAVADO (97719)
Dam: HJW:N18 by CAIRNESS NEW APPROACH (93355)

Colin Watchorn

8 PXL:17:00296 Triplet Born: 01/01/2017
Sire: BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam: HJW:11:011 by CAIRNESS NEW APPROACH (93355)

Class 8
Ewe Lamb (Trimmed/Untrimmed)

Podge & Jack Bolger

1 SJK:17:00348 Single Born: 03/01/2017
Sire: LIMESTONE WILL GRIGGS ON FIRE (99083)
Dam: SJK:15:00229 by CLYDA MAESTRO (97589)

2 SJK:17:00353 Twin Born: 11/01/2017
Sire: SHANNAGH FAUGHEEN (98964)
Dam: HYW:15:02489 by LAKEVIEW COLONEL (97723)
Seamus Browne

3 PBH:17:01160 Embryo Born: 30/12/2016
Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: HOL:L15 by BAILEYS MASTERPIECE (93117)

Sire: ERRIGAL GALILEO (99069)
Dam: PBH:14:00953 by STRATHISLA SEA BIRD (FNV:L31)

Gerry Killilea

5 HOL:17:03149 Twin Born: 22/12/2016
Sire: CARAGH BLACK DIAMOND (98377)
Dam: HOL:13:082 by MUIRESK ZIDANE (86281)

6 HOL:17:03132 Embryo Born: 21/12/2016
Sire: CAIRNESS CASTELLO (94401)
Dam: HOL:14:02439 by SOLWAYBANK RAZZLE DAZZLE (95986)

Lexie & Alan Kilpatrick

7 PWW:17:00074 Single Born: 14/12/2016
Sire: BIRNESS BRAVADO (97719)
Dam: PWW:15:00014 by ARDLEA ARBENNIG (96027)

8 PWW:17:00061 Embryo Born: 12/12/2016
Sire: LAKEVIEW LUMBERJACK (99381)
Dam: JFF:14:01183 by SOLWAYBANK MAJOR (96827)

Philip Lynch

9 CZK:17:00854 Twin Born: 04/01/2017
Sire: BALLYNACANON ATTITUDE (98457)
Dam: CZK:13:006

Sean O’Connor

10 NRK:17:00472 Single Born: 1/1/2017
Sire: JFF:14:01215
Dam: NRK:14:00355

Arthur O’Keeffe

11 R15:17:05515 Embryo Born: 23/12/2016
Sire: SHANNAGH RESOLVE
Dam: R15:13:044
Patrick O’Keeffe

12  NBK:17:05610 Twin Born: 03/01/2017
Sire:  CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam:  NBK: 14:04186

Miss Susan O’Keeffe

13  BYD:17:02238 Single Born: 29/12/2016
Sire:  CLYDA DREAM CATCHER (99642)
Dam:  BYD:13:063F by ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)

14  BYD:17:02217 Single Born: 29/12/2016
Sire:  ROOKERY CLASSIC (96313)
Dam:  BYD:11:007 by CASTIEWELLAN SPORTSMAN

Colin Watchorn

15  PXL:17:00289 Twin Born: 30/12/2016
Sire:  BEECHBROOK TWISTER (98666)
Dam:  PXL:13:001 by MALINHEAD MIGHTY (96564)

Messrs Wm J & R Wilson

16  78A:17:06021 Embryo Born: 1/1/2017
Sire:  SHANNAGH RESOLVE (95757)
Dam:  DDX:12:074 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)

17  78A:17:06022 Embryo Born: 1/1/2017
Sire:  SHANNAGH RESOLVE (95757)
Dam:  DDX:12:074 by ERRIGAL SIMPLY THE BEST (95430)
RAM FERTILITY GUARANTEE

17.1 All rams and ram lambs sold at a Society sale are warranted by the seller to be capable of natural and effective service by 90 days from date of sale (“the Male Guarantee Period”) provided always that:

17.1.1 any animal which is not so capable and where the incapacity is caused or contributed to by injury or illness howsoever caused, suffered or contracted after the sale is not covered by the warranty; and

17.1.2 any animal which has not been conclusively determined as incapable of natural and effective service in accordance with the procedure set out hereinafter and which dies of natural causes during the Male Guarantee Period is not covered by the warranty.

17.2 An animal shall be deemed incapable of natural and effective service if:

17.2.1 It fails to make at least one ewe pregnant during the Male Guarantee Period under natural breeding conditions; and

17.2.2 it is certified as being so incapable by a veterinary surgeon in accordance with clauses 17.4 and 17.5 below.

“Natural breeding conditions” means when a ram is run with ewes in normal breeding condition, cycling without artificial interference. Ewes which have been sponged and/or treated with hormones to induce or synchronise ovulation are deemed not to be in normal breeding condition.

17.3 The buyer shall throughout the Male Guarantee Period give the animal full and sufficient opportunity to prove that he is capable of natural and effective service and maintain him in a fit condition.

17.4 If the buyer highlights that the ram or ram lamb has failed to prove capable of natural and effective service by 76 days from sale date of the year of sale, the buyer shall then:

17.4.1 Notify the seller in writing that the animal is to be tested; and

17.4.2 Have the animal subjected to a semen test by the artificial vagina method by a veterinary surgeon attached to a breeding company authorised by the society; and

17.4.3 Obtain from the veterinary surgeon a duly completed Soundness for Breeding report; and

17.4.4 (If the veterinary surgeon certifies that the animal is incapable of natural and effective service) lodge a copy of the Report with the seller.

17.5 The seller shall be entitled to have a second test carried out by the same or a different veterinary surgeon attached to a breeding company authorised by the Society who shall issue a Soundness for Breeding report by 14 days after notification by the purchaser and such Report shall conclusively determine whether or not the animal is capable of natural and effective service. The seller shall deliver to the buyer a copy of this second Report. The buyer shall at the expense of the seller do all acts, deeds and things necessary to enable the second test to be carried out. If the animal shall be deemed fertile the buyer shall on demand repay the seller the veterinary surgeon fees of the second test and Report.

17.6 If the ram is deemed incapable of natural and effective service during the Male Guarantee Period, the buyer may by 31st October of the year of the Sale return the animal to the seller and thereupon the seller shall repay to the buyer the whole of the purchase price and the cost of transport of the animal from the buyer’s premises to the seller’s premises and the veterinary surgeon testing fees incurred by the buyer.

17.7 The seller shall not be liable for any indirect or consequential loss howsoever sustained by a buyer.

17.8 As to clauses 17.4 and 17.5 and 17.6 time is of the essence.

17.9 The seller and the buyer may vary the provisions of clauses 17.4, 17.5, 17.6, 17.7 and/or 17.8 if but only if and insofar as the variation is set out in writing and signed by each of the parties.

17.10 The terms of any statutory enactment or custom or trade which are inconsistent with the provisions of this Bye-law 17 are hereby excluded.

17.11 Failure to comply with any of Bye Law 17 will allow the Society, at its discretion, to cancel Society membership.

FOR THE ATTENTION OF ALL VENDORS AT SOCIETY SALES

To protect the integrity of the breed it is important that sheep presented at Society events represent the best the Suffolk can offer. With this in mind members’ attention is drawn to the following:

1. **ARTIFICIAL COLOURING** - No artificial colouring of hair on heads/legs, dressing, bleaching or chemical agent (except Department of Environment, Fisheries and Rural Affairs’ approved and recognised show dip and colourless oil on the head) shall be used on or applied to sheep entered in this show/sale. In the event that any sheep is found by the Inspectors or veterinary surgeons to have been artificially coloured, the owner shall upon being so required by the stewards forthwith remove such sheep and all other sheep in the same consignment from the Society Sale and the sale ground and the breeder will be banned from entry into any Society Sale or Society Show held during the next calendar year.

2. **HAIR SAMPLES** - Hair samples will be taken from each pen by the veterinary surgeon(s). A number of these will be selected at random at a later date and tested under clinical conditions for non-approved artificial colouring. Where found, the breeder will be notified in writing of the findings and banned from entry into any Society Sale or Society Show held during the next calendar year.

3. **INCORRECT MOUTHS/TESTES** - The veterinary surgeons will, without limitation, inspect for correct mouths and, in the case of rams, testes. Any sheep which is not approved by the Inspectors and/or veterinary surgeons shall upon being so required by the stewards forthwith remove such sheep and shall not be entered at any other Society sale and cannot be registered with the Society. The decisions of the Inspectors and veterinary surgeons on all such matters are and shall be final and binding, and (in the absence of bad faith) without any responsibility or liability on their part.

**PLEASE NOTE:** There will be no appeal to these decisions on the day.

Robin McIlrath  
Chief Executive & Breed Secretary

Ron Greig  
Chairman of Council
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raphoe (export)</td>
<td>Friday 11th August</td>
<td>PJ McGonigle 074 9145861 / 086 8113717 <a href="mailto:pjmcmonigle@ymail.com">pjmcmonigle@ymail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roscommon</td>
<td>Saturday 12th August</td>
<td>Ursula Rooney 071 9163509 / 087 9831933 <a href="mailto:jandurooney@eircom.net">jandurooney@eircom.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermoy</td>
<td>Monday 14th August</td>
<td>Brid Coakley 022 24168 / 087 2305159 <a href="mailto:bridcoakley1@eircom.net">bridcoakley1@eircom.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tullow</td>
<td>Tuesday 15th August</td>
<td>Mary Gahan 059 9724483 / 086 0662408 <a href="mailto:marybgahan@gmail.com">marybgahan@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enniscorthy</td>
<td>Wednesday 16th August</td>
<td>Michael Brennan 053 9247815 / 087 6417520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milltown (Co. Kerry)</td>
<td>Tuesday 22nd August</td>
<td>Valerie Tiffin 086 1097412 <a href="mailto:tiffin@eircom.net">tiffin@eircom.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny (multibreed)</td>
<td>Monday 28th August</td>
<td>Richard Moore 056 7724392 / 087 9664366 <a href="mailto:richardmoore@hotmial.com">richardmoore@hotmial.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cootehill</td>
<td>Wednesday 30th August</td>
<td>Philip Lynch 087 8246138 / 00447760999278 <a href="mailto:philiplynch60@gmail.com">philiplynch60@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Calendar of Events 2017

**National Championships and Sale at Blessington Mart**
Saturday 1\textsuperscript{st} July

**Prem Show & Sale Roscrea Mart**
Show Friday 4\textsuperscript{th} August
Sale Saturday 5\textsuperscript{th} August

**Show & Sale Roscrea Mart**
Wednesday 6\textsuperscript{th} September

**Multibreed Sale Roscrea Mart**
Thursday evening 28\textsuperscript{th} September

**Multibreed Sale Tullamore Mart**
Wednesday 11\textsuperscript{th} October

Details from Anne Mitchell, Secretary
Cross Menlough Ballinasloe
086 2428554: 0909684759: annemitchell@eircom.net
Visit our website: www.suffolksheep.ie

suffolks — first to finish